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Nazwa

Monitor Mitsubishi 65" Widescreen LCD
Display MDT651S

Cena 0,00 zł

Producent Mitsubishi

OPIS PRODUKTU

MDT651S

Featuring a premium design and  boasting cutting-edge technology combined with a massive 65"

screen, the  Mitsubishi Electric MDT651S delivers optimum performance and  reliability in commercial

and public signage applications.

 

 

With a massive 65" diagonal screen size, Full HD (1920  x1080 pixel)  resolution and sleek slim-line bezel

design, the MDT651S from Mitsubishi  Electric delivers outstanding visual performance in an

aesthetically  appealing design. This model can also be installed in either individual  or tiled (video wall)

configurations to build amazing entertainment and  digital signage displays, and is ideal for message

boards, video  conferencing, classroom presentations, retail kiosks, gaming displays or  to enhance your

facilities with welcome messages, company  promotions and human resources information.

The MDT651S comes equipped with a range of features for the best  possible performance. A high

brightness and contrast ratio, as well as  rapid response time allow the MDT651S to deliver bright, vivid

high  definition images that are free of ghosting. Colour accuracy has been  given special attention, with

features such as wide-range colour  temperature control and six-axis colour adjustment giving the user

full  control over how image colours are portrayed on-screen.

 The MDT651S features innovative use of an inbuilt CAT-5  transmitter/receiver pair, which allows both

video and control signal  data to be transmitted over the same network cable. Full HD (1080P),  multiple

display, daisy-chain operation is also supported over a tested  and verified distance of 200M. Multiple

standard input and output  connectors are also present, including HDMI™ and DisplayPort, offering  the

user great flexibility when connecting devices to the display. A  built-in LAN port allows for remote

control and management of the  display.

Screen saving functions such as Gamma control and Motion mode  combined with the commercial

grade LCD panel ensure the MDT651S can be  run for extended periods of time without a problem. A

scheduling  function allows users to program up to seven different scheduled  intervals by time, day of

week and input port, as well as  control display on/off times to help conserve power and further extend 

the panel life.

With these and other features such as front/rear ambient light  sensors for automatic brightness



control, LAN based control via Ethernet  and optional speakers/stands, the MDT651S is perfect for large

scale  digital signage applications.

Features

Ideal for information displays, public displays, digital signage, video conferencing and control rooms

31 mm  bezel with brushed aluminium finish

Full 1920 x 1080 high-definition resolution

High 700 cd/m2 brightness and 2500:1 contrast ratio

Built-in CAT-5 receiver (transmitter also supplied)

LAN Control

Automatic brightness control with front/rear ambient light sensors

Multiple display orientations supported, including Landscape and Portrait

Programmable scheduling function 

Four levels of screen saver

Tiling capability with frame compensation  

Wide range colour adjustment from 3,000k ~ 10,000k

6-axis colour adjustment

Colour matching for multi-screen application

HDMI and DisplayPort™

PiP, PoP and Side-by-Side

Remote Control with one-touch input switching
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